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Abstract

Based on previous experimental observations and theoretical predictions, it has been
proposed that the intergranular hydrogen embrittlement process involves the nucleation
of an incremental crack at the edge of the plastic zone that extends backwards and joins
the original macrocrack but also forwards in the region that is stressed above a critical
stress level and has relatively high hydrogen concentration. These predictions of the
crack jump distance are in excellent agreement with the experimenta^l observations[2].
The velocity of the individual intergranular crack jurnps was estimated to be about
one and a half orders of magnitlde higher than the experimentally observed overall
crack velocity, suggesting that ffacture of ligaments separating parallel but displaced
intergranular cracks is the controlling process" Numerical experiments conducted in the
present work, retaining an often neglected'reaction term, show that the hydrogen dif-
fusion rates are grossly underestimated if the reaction term is discarded. Furthermore,
numerical experiments coroborrate the hypothesis in [2] that fracture of the ligament is
initiated at the plastic-elastic interface and the macrocrack itself is the rate controlling
step in the hydrogen embrittlement fracture process.

INTRODUCTIO}{

One of the most common causes of failure in engineering structures is related to the presence
of hydrogen.which can cause embrittlement in a variety of materials ranging from-conven-
tional materials to advanced alloys, intermetallics and ceramics. Hydrogen frequently comes
into contact with engineering structures as product of corrosion, electroplatingor other pro-
cesses. Hydrogen is introduced in materials in atomic form (H) either electrolyticalli ot
from a gaseous atmosphere. Hydrogen embrittlement (Htr) is'a mechanical-environmental
faiiure that results from the initial presence or absorption of hydrogen in metals, usually
in combination with residual or applied tensile stresses. Hydrogen embrittlement results
in subcritical crack growth at loading levels significantly lower than those associated with
unstable (hydrogen free) crack motion. Cracking caused by this process is often referred
to as hydrogen-stress cracking and hydrogen-induced cracking. It has been suggested that
hydrogen enhances cracking because hydrogen absorption at these sites lowers the surface
energy required for cracks to grow; hydrogen reduces the bonding energy of the metal lattice
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sufficiently to allow cracking and hydrogen enhances localized plastic deformation. In any
event, hydrogen diffusion Seems to be an important element in most HE mechanisms [1].

In this paper, we propose the notion that after a microcrack has initiated at the plas-
tic/elastic interface, which requires a relatively short period of time [2], the bonds in the zone
between the microcrack and macrocrack have to be sufficientiy weakened for the microcrack
to extend backwards to join the macrocrack. This occurs when sufficient hydrogen diffuses in
front of the crack tip, and the average concentration in the plastic zone exceeds some critical
value (depending on the material and some appropriate stress threshoid [3]) then the micro-
crack can join the macrocrack by propagating backwards through the sufficiently weakened
material. If the initiation is in the vicinity of the original crack, then this microcrack will
grow until it rejoins the macrocrack, leading to the appearance of macrocrack "growth" or
ttpropagationtt.

A simple constitutive model relating the flux of a small solute diffusing in a stressed solid
is given by modified form of Fick's law incorporating pressure gradients into the diffusion
equation [4]

F - -{DYc}DecYP} (1)

where c is the concentration of the solute, P is the hydrostalfc pressure (- -tro f 3, a being
the stress present inthe body), e and D arc positive constants, where e = O(10-5XPq) -t.
The parameter e typically depends on the temperature, the universal gas constant and the
partiil molar volume of the diffusing species. Upon substituting this relation into the con-
servation law, i + V . Jr - 0, one obtains the following equation governing the diffusion of a
dilute solute in a stressed solid

t - DYzc *DeVc.VP +DecY2P .

DiJ Jusion Conuection Reaction

Observe that this equation is parabolic, as is the ciassical diffusion equation. In the present
work this is termed the Diffusion-Conuection-Reaction Model, DCR. It can be noted that if
the hydrostatic pressure field is harmonic the last term vanishes. For a detailed derivation of
this equation, see [5], [6], [7]. Essentially, the idea is that for sufficiently small deformations
the diffusion is affected by the change in volume of the microstructure (i.e. by the hydrostatic
component of stress).

In rlany studies, the reaction term is neglected, even in elasto-plastic regimes, (see [1],
[2], [3], [6]) which ),ields

c- DY2c *DeYc.VP.\,- 

-.-
DiJ Jusion Conuection

This will be termed the Diffusion-Conuection ll[odel (DC).

The ad hoc application of equations (2) and (3) has appeared repeatedly in materials
science literature. The use of the difrusion-conaection equation can only be justified when
the hydrostatic stress is harmonic. This is not in general true for plastic stresses, and elastic
stresses in the presence of a temperature field and/or body forces. Although in some cases,
even if the stress field is not harmonic, one could justify the neglection of ihe reaction term
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for an appropriate time scale or some other justifiable but approaimate reason. For instance
one might argue that for short time scalei encountered in applicatiots -that the reactio"ri
term does noi hu,r" enough time to affect the solution. The pyrpose of the present w-orlc. is
to dernonstrate that, in th,e presence of enuiromentally-induced sharp cracks; the neglection
of the reaction term in elaito-plastic fracture mechanics leads lo gross u-nderestimation of
iydrogen buildup in the plastiC zone, regardless of the time scale inaolaed. In other words,
the reaction term contributes almost instantla"

2 THE MODEL PROBLEM

We consider a model problem of an intergranular crack with hydrogen atoms adsorbed at
the root with remote uniaxial loading cauiing the stresg field in the solid. This is shown in
Figure 1. The source of H can be eiiher I g_Js or liquid with the resulting hydrogen atoms
ablorbed into the metal. Thereafter they diffuse into the metal structure towards-the region

of highest hydrostatic pressure. The mithematical idealization is the diffusion of hydrogen
.heaf, of an int"rg.utr,tiar crack into an elasto-plastic solid, as shown in Figure 2.

One dimensional models (along the 0 : 0 axis) of the two regimeg DC .and DCR will be

used: This is justified from ihe fict that in the present case grain boundarigs ?re aligned
perpendicular io the stress axis. Thus, in these intergranular cases the diffusion rate is

rigoin"untly faster (= 103 times greater) along these paths and essentially the flow is one

diinensionul. Th" coefficients of rel,ction and convection terms are quite large due to the fact
that they are inversely proportional to the size of the crack.tip radius. Particularly.critical
is the reaction term iotii"tr is several orders of magnitude larger than either the diffusion
term or convection term, owing to its dependence of the inverie of the square of the crack
tip radius.

GRAIN BOUNDARY (H) trlsve)

BLUNTED
CRACK

PLASTIC ZONE

MI CRO CRACK IN ITTATES I I ERE

ELASTIC ZONE

Figure 1: The model problem
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For plane strain and assuming a. perfectly. elastic-plastic solid with no work hardening,Hill's slip line fi.14 equation for tf,e hydrostaii. pr"r_ril i; ln" fiurti;;; is used immedi-ately ahead of a blunled crack of radius p given bV [g]

P - -oyietdftn(r *;)* *r
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and for the plastic zone size ([2]), r]
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(4)

y'hgre .oyietd, is the material's yield strength, r is the distance ahead of
ts the hydrostatic pressure in the plastiC zone. Note that this function
frequently used re[tion for crack fip radius [3] is

the crack tip and
is not harmonic.

P
A

p- K?

2oy;aaE (5)

(6)

whele Kr is the mode-I stress intensity factor, u is the Poisson ratio, and E is the elastic
modulus. Stress and strain distributions in the plastic ?o!e,, measured'as well u, .ul.rrlui"d,'can be found in [9], uld are in qualitati'u" ugr""-Lnt with the'results of the classical treatmenr
by Hill for planestrain assuming an elasticlperfectly plastic solid *ith 

"o 
lro;k-ffi;;til'f10]:

It is reasonable to assume that the crack will advance when a critical combination of stressand hyd.rogen^concentration is achieved which is suffici"oi to prodlrce g;;.ki"g. 
-lr-r,|,,'i"g

an elastic-perfectly plastic material,'the stress distribution indicates that the stress levelts maximum at ro, and ftg.- the stress-assisted diffusion equation it is expect"a tt uf ltr"
hydroge,n concentration will reach the critical level first at ry, th. 

"dge-oi 
tl" pi"rii. ,oi..Thus,.the incremental crack nucleates in the vicinity of th5'edg; .f ;n" pi*ii. ,""" ."a

extends towards the iip of the original macrocrack. It ihould be trJted thit ii tne itr.i"-"rrlul
crack has sufficient energy it can ilso propag,ate forward in the region *ni.n is stressed above
a critical hydrosta-tic pregsure level (P") anA has high H concentiation. F"tth;;;;*, it ;;"be assumed that the initiation of a microcrack .o.ri"r f.om-the violation of a criticai stremlevel similar to that i". [S]^:gup]-ed wr-th an absorption of a critical *o""t ;ihta;g""1"the.plasticized material.- Tnis illo*r for weakening of thl Londs and brittle fracture of theentire plastic zone allowing the microcrack to join"*ittr the mair"..u.t . 

--

2.7. The Elastic Stress Field

Consider a mode I crack (opening mode) in an infinite plate under uniaxial tension and usins
golar coordinates from the origii. The principal stresses in the vicinity 

"f trc .r..f tipit"E
Figure 1) can be caicuiated to-be

(7)
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For plane-strain regimes the

P LASTI C - ELAS TIC IMTERFA CE

Figure 2: Proposed regime for the growth of the microcrack
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ROCRACI(

(8)

(e)

third stress component is

o3: ,(o' I or) - zr+co-"!
\Exrr""'r'

and for plane-stress. regimes a3 - 0. The elqsticity solution gives singular values for the
stress at the crack tip, which is unrealistic. T.hgrg ii clearly a llasticizJd region in tto"r of
the crack ,.the 

^procesi-zone. 
Typicall-v il the vicinity of the proiess-zone the stress field will

be a hybrid of ,both plane-strain and plane-stress siates of stress. The hydrostatic pressure
for both cases is given by

P - -{LlPffiro'f(t + stnf)} ptane - strain

P - -{|hcos$(I + sinf)} ptane - s/ress

V2P _O

The plane strain plastic zone is significantly smaller than the plane stress plastic zone. This
is a result of the fact that the effective yield stress in plane stiain is largeithat the uniaxial
yield stres-s.. The maximum stress in the plane strain plistic zone can be * nigr, as three times
the uniaxial yield stress. Using common terminology, we denote the ratio 5f th" maximum
stress to the yieid stress, as the plastic constraint factor, PCF 9: ry. The quantity
PCF x cyietd can be considered as an effective yield stress. The PCF"#'rh" plane strain
crack problem can be estimated in a standard straightforward manner. Taking c2 : Ttol
and o3 - rrlrt, and using the Von Mises yield criteriJn, it is easy to show that 

e
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PCf : ot- 
-(1 -n-m*n2+m2-mn)-iOyield

one to calculate
field equations it

L - sin$
ta 

- AI * sin|

( 10)

These equations enable
Directly from the stress

the PCf at any location of the crack tip region.
follows that

2u

I * sin$
(1 1)

takingv:Ithe
the case of plane
see [9].

For the plane 0 - 0 it turns out that n:l and m:2v. Furthermore, by
PCf:3. Similar results are obtained by applying other yield criteria. In
stress n:1 and m:0, which gives the estimate; PCF:1. For more details

Therefore, the normal stress o*o on the d : 0 plane in plane strain can be as high as

three times the yield stress. During plastic deformation the crack tip is blunted. Since a

stress perpendicular to a free surface cannot exist, it follorvs that aoo must tend to zero at
the crick^tip. In that c&s€ o2:0, i.e. there is a state of plane stress. Consequently, the
PCF must dtop to 1 and the stress at the crack tip does not exceed the yield-stress. In
the plane strain case the stress rises quickly from oyierd at the very crack tip 

-to 
\oy;aa at a

short distance from the crack. This is confirmed by finite element calculations [9]. Again, we
note the qualitative agreement with Hill's result, and with somewhat ad-hoc justi4cation,
we shall adopt it to provide the stress field for our model problem. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate
the hydrostatic streJs distributions for the plane stress and plane strain models ahead of the
cra,ck.

PLASTIC

zoNE zoNE

Figure 3: Plane stress distribution of hydrostatic stress ahead of the crack
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Figure 4: Plane strain distribution

EI.-ASTIC

ZONE

of hydrostatic stess ahead of the crack

2.2 Coefficients in the Model

For the plastic zone at 0 :0, the coeficients in the governing diffusion models are

<l---+

PLASTIC

ZONE

YP : -oy;.td*+r

lReactionr-eoyietdl-P4 Ju";oni 
: 6;P

VzP: osietd.#

lConuection 1 
- 

eosietd
I Wf us.onl - G+d

I Reaction I

I C."n""ti."l
_1
- P*r

In the elastic zone al 0 - 0, the coefficients in the governing diffusion models are

,7, 
- 

o1+oz+o3 
- -2 Efi+r)r:----t---3-,,,6",

1 Reaction | 
- 

n lConuectionllDif Jusionl - v lDif fusionl

yp : \xr\r+,) V2p _ 0
" (zr1z sz

6K1(7+u) | Reaction l_n
5eW, lCorut)ectiotil -v

(r2)

( 13)
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3 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Following the standard finite difference strategy we use a fourth order approximation for the
spatial derivatives appearing in the governing differential equation

(14)

where h is the uniform grid size. Inserting these into the governing PDE yields a system of
coupled ordinary differential equations whose number is determined by the number of nodes
used. In all simulations we use sufficiently fine meshes to insure negligible numerical error.
For the time stepping we use a standard Runge-Kutta scheme((2(ltn))" A detailed study of
the numerics can be found elsewherefl1].

In order to compare with previous experiments [2], we used properties of a commercial
2090 Aluminum-Lithium alloy (AL-2.2Li-2.9Cu-0 "I2Zr) in the T8 condition. The material
was produced in the form of a rolled plate, and its microstruc.ture consists of flat grains with
average dimensions 1100prmx240pmxLIp*. In [2], scanning electron microscopy examina-
tions of the fracture surfaces showed an exclusively intergranular cracking mode. Cracking
occurs on parallel but displaced grain boundaries separated by unfractured ligaments" Ex-
perimental evidence has revealed the presence of two types of crack arrest markings (CAM).
These are macro- and micro-CAM, the latter corresponding to the individual crack advance
events, whereas the former correspond to crack arrest sites.

In the numerical experiments it is assumed that the crack front resides at the Macro-
CAM sites until the ligaments are fractured by stress environment interactions and the crack
propagation process resumes. Thus from experiments, under intergranular HE, the ligament
fracture seems to be the slowest step and controls the overall crack velocity. Regarding
the individual crack jn-p velocity, it should be significantiy faster" For details of physi-
cal experiments refer to l2l. In the numerical experiments the crack plane lies parallel to
the flattened grain boundaries. The intergranular grain-boundary hydrogen diffusivity for
aluminum-lith'ium used is Dsu - 2.2 x 10"-i0 m2 f ic. In these iests, .iir the computed
hydrogen content, and c" is the hydrogen content on the surface. The value of e in the gov-
erningequation was selected to be t.88 x I05m2f N, which is a typical value for aluminum
alloys.

3.1 Steady State Tests for Al-Li

Table 1 presents the numerically computed hydrogen content and corresponding time to
reach steldy-state for the two models discussed. The hydrogen concentration is calculated
in relation to c", which is the concentration at the crack walls. The results show that under
plane stress conditions there is no difference between the DCR and DC models. It is also
interesting to note that in the DCR model, the maximum hydrogen concentration, even at
steady-state, is only 1.8 times that existing at the crack surface (c,). However, under plane
strain conditions, it is evident that high hydrogen concentrations are predicted by the DCR
model. The results presented are in iine with the notion that ligament fracture is the rate
limiting step in the overall fracture process.
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Time to Steady State(sec) Average cn lc, rn P. Z" Max cn lc" in P. Z. Problem type

640
29300

370

29300

4.r
0.95

r.4
0.95

8"1

1.0

1.8

1.0

DCR Plane Strain
DCR Plane Stress
DC Plane Strain
DC Plane Stress

STEADY STAT€ PEAK-1J Cs

Hydrogen

Con€entndon

Increeeing time
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Table 1: Nurnericall, ted

ffi"
Figure 5: Time transient evolution and
(DC) solution for the plane strain regime

Jo'urnal af the Mechanic*l Behavior af Muterials

tent tr dels

* ^Figurgs 
j_and 6 show the concentration profiles in front of the crack tip predicted by the

DC and DCR models,.respectively, under plune strain conditions. It is important to note
that with the DCR model it takes approximiteiy 1.4 (Figure 6) seconds to achieve an average
h)'drogen concentration of 0.95 

"" 
in the plasti. ,one f6r Al-Li. In other words, the effe'ct

of the reaction term is immed,iate. Note that the final steady state value is independent of
the diffusivity- since that parameter divides out of the steady state equation. The^diffusivity
simply controls the time to steady state not the final vaiue.

It is reasonable to believe that after a microcrack has initiated at the plasticfelastic iri-
terface, the bonds in the zone between the microcrack and macrocrack have to be sufficiently

steady state profiles of the Diffusion-Convection
in front of a crack"

weakened for the microcrack to extend backwards to join the macrocrack. This occurs by
sufficient hydrogen buildup, which takes an order of magnitude more time. Furthermore, ii
is then justified to believe that when the average concentration in the plastic zone exceeds
some value (depending on the material and some appropriate stress threshold [3] then the
microcrack can join the rrracrocrack by propagating backwards fhrough the sufficiently weak-
ened material. If the initiation is in the vicinity of the original crack, then this microcrack
will. grow until it- rejoins the macrocrack, leading to the appearance of macrocrack "growth"
or ttpropagationtt.
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STEADYSTATEPEAKVALUE-E.1 Cs (640rec)

0.95 CB (1.{ scc.)
lnoeesing Tirne

PI,ASTIC

ZONE

ETASTTC

ZONE

Figure 6: Time transient evolution and steady state profiles of the Diffusion-Convection-
Reaction (DCR) soiution for the plane strain regime in front of a crack.

-F o- the present simulations it is concluded that the DCR model allows significant
buildup of hydrogen in front of the crack. Note that these values are extreme, since the data
is based upon states of pure plane strain or pure plane stress. As mentioned, this is rare since
cracks typically exist in an environment that is usually a hybrid of both plane strain and
plane stress [9]. Due to the high accuracy of the scheme used we are confident that no error
stems from the numerics. In several previous papers, inciuding one of ours, the DC model
has been used. In these- experiments, this model underestimates the amount of hydrogen
due to the stress-assisted effect by 4.5 times at the elastic-plastic interface, and 2.9 times
the average value in the plastic zorre. If an accurate experimental determination of the time
between individrr-al crack jumps can be made, then the numerics can determine the average
or maximum hydrogen concentration in the plastic zane required for the embrittlememnt
and cracking of the lattice.

4 SUMMARY

The- present- work has shown that in the presence of inelastic stress fields, and high stress
gradients, the neglection of the reaction term in this stress-assisted diffusion model can
grossly underestimate the hydrogen diffusion. This is typified by the hydrogen buildup in
front of a crack tip, whose corresponding stress field has high gradients and is inelastic.
Furthermore, the reaction effect is immediate. Therefore, under these conditions, no time
scaling argument can be made to neglect the reaction term.
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